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In this thesis, I sought to understand what contributes to a more effective, ethical adaptation to 

climate change in Guatemalan coffee-producing communities, within the larger calls for 

transformation to sustainability. The point of departure was that climate change is as much a 

psychological and social issue as it is issue of natural science (Doherty & Clayton, 2011) and that 

it presents less a “technical problem” than an “adaptive challenge,” involving mindsets, 

worldviews, and values (O’Brien & Selboe, 2015). However, how to engage in adaptation in a 

manner that integrates these psychological and social aspects is less well understood.   

 

Through an action research study with actors in a global value chain for coffee, I sought to 

understand why people make-meaning of climate change as they do, as well as how shared 

meaning and greater collaboration can be found within multi-actor groups with different positions 

and perspectives (Hochachka, 2019, 2021b). I pay substantial attention to certain domains of 

knowledge that are less developed in the current climate change literature, namely about human 

‘interiority’ in general and meaning-making in particular, and seek to find a more integrated, 

transdisciplinary approach to adaptation (Hochachka, 2021a). I present empirical findings of how 

a global coffee value chain is adapting and responding to the climate challenge, and how its 

innovations might be scaled (Hochachka, 2021c, submitted). The pandemic, which occurred over 

the final two years of my PhD program, provided me with additional insights on responses to 

COVID-19 compared to that of climate change, providing an opportunity to consider the 

significance of this study’s approach and findings in a context of unprecedented, complex issues 

(Hochachka, 2020). The thesis is therefore comprised of five articles which, taken together, 

provide empirical insights into how climate change adaptation could be engaged as transformative 

change.  

 

This PhD examines as central research questions: How does an understanding of and support for 

meaning-making (individually and collectively) better enable climate change adaptation to 

contribute to transformative responses across a global value chain? In what ways does Integral 

Theory provide novel insights regarding transformative responses to climate change? With field 

work in Guatemalan coffee communities as well as focus group sessions with actors across a global 

value chain, this study presents three main groups of findings which carry key implications for 

both theory and practice in the current climate change discourse. 

 

Firstly, this study makes a strong case for how interiority matters in climate change adaptation, 

and provides empirical data for how such integration of both interiors and exteriors may even 

situate adaptation to be carried out in a more transformative manner. In coffee-growing 

communities, this study presents empirical results of adaptation strategies that integrated the ‘four 

faces of adaptation,’ namely the interior and exterior of the individual and the collective, and in 

turn set the cooperative up well for meeting climate change impacts with a range of approaches to 

adaptation and may support the cooperative in engaging in transformative change (article one).  

 

Secondly, a key finding in this PhD is the extent to which meaning-making matters in climate 

change adaptation and in overall climate communication and engagement strategies. This is an 



identified gap in current literature, as seen in reflections on the global environmental change 

research field. This dissertation specifically considers what a better understanding of meaning-

making might bring the climate change discourse. This is explored in three of the five articles—

the first piloting a modified, field-based approach to assessing the ways that meaning is made 

about climate change, the second which applies that approach in working towards a shared 

meaning in diverse groups, and the third which investigates the implications of this understanding 

in the effectiveness, or not, of climate change communications compared to that of COVID-19. 

 

Thirdly, the calls for transformative change are substantial and increasing, and yet many unknowns 

remain specifically regarding how to engage in such processes of change. This PhD study 

considers how innovations in a global value chain (GVC) might scale from niche, micro-situations 

and connect into broader, more significant transformative change, against the backdrop of the 

climate challenge. The findings in article four include descriptions of how the GVC innovation 

scaled out into greater numbers and replication, as well as up into structural changes in institutions 

and policies, as well as scaling deep into changed values and mindsets. The value chain actors had 

a chance to explore this tripartite approach to scaling up, out, and deep as a ‘proof of concept’ in 

their efforts to meet the challenge of COVID-19. This again underscored the importance of 

integrating interiors in climate change adaptation, and presented a manner through which 

adaptation can be carried out as part of a process of transformative change to greater sustainability. 

 

This research shares an empirical example of what ‘transdisciplinary’ can look like in a field-based 

study. It contributes to the growing literature on this topic, and may provide other researchers with 

novel ideas on how to structure their studies, how to include a range of validity claims, and honour 

and include different methodologies based on their distinct disciplinary insights, without reducing 

or dismissing any lenses of import. Approaches like this that come closer to being commensurate 

with the full complexity of climate change are helpful, especially when part of broader research 

agendas for transformations to sustainability. 
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